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sparse SAT look-ups can be implemented directly
using SIMD instructions due to diverging code and
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data paths. Another motivating factor for the author was his inability to get the cascade training

Abstract

process to produce any usable classier with the

A memory-space and CPU-time ecient image classication algorithm is presented together with a faceoriented LBP transform. The algorithm can be eciently implemented on modern computer hardware in
as little as a single line of code1 and scales embarrassingly well to currently available parallel architectures.
The classier is applied to the problem of face detection.

training data at his disposal.

The goal of the author was simply to t the clas-

sication problem onto SIMD and GPU hardware
but this paper also presents a surprisingly capable
face detector which is dened completely in only
512 bytes of constant storage and can be processed
via a single line of C code.
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Introduction

The initial starting point is the nal stage of the
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Background

classier in [4].

Dissatised following signicant eorts[11] at im-

proving the performance the Viola & Jones cascade

In this classier each image pixel location is as-

signed a probability based on the modied census

detector (VJ) [9] on parallel hardware, the author

transform (MCT) code and they are accumulated

set about to create an object classier that could

to form the output score.
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be implemented eciently using SIMD processor
instructions or on GPUs.

Hj (Γ) =

The commonly used VJ detector works by creating a deep cascade of weak classiers which to-

Where

gether form a strong classier. Computational efciency is obtained by the use of a summed area

hx (Γx )

(1)

represents MCT code at a given lo-

hx

is a local specic mapping of the

probability of that code occurring there.

table (SAT) to create averages of rectangular re-

D

Because all pixel locations are processed this par-

gions of pixels, and through early termination of

allelises[sic] trivially but because

the cascade in the case of a true negative. But be-

hx is implemented

via a look-up table it cannot be written using SIMD

cause of the weak nature of the haar-like features

instructions. The look-up table is also excessively

employed it requires very large cascades that pol-

large, a

lute the L1 cache and cannot t in multi-core local

20 × 20

image classier requires 819 200

bytes of storage when using the 9-bit MCT.

data store (LDS). A modern variation called MB-

By interpreting each test in (1) as individual clas-

LBP[6] can reduce the size of the classiers due to

siers rather than a system probability each need

the increased richness of the MB-LBP features com-

only resolve the probable class membership. If one

pared to haar-like features but it still suers from

1

Γx

cation, and

X

assumes each test is approximately independent

Because One is better than Ten[7].

then it simply becomes a Naive Bayes classier.

1
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score = 0;

Hj (Γ) =

Y

hx (Γx )

for

(2)

( int

EXPERIMENT

\
i

= 0;

i <

size ;

s c o r e += ( h [ i ] >> X [ i ] )

However this still requires the same sized look-up
table to store the likely hood values.

i ++) \
& 1;

Taking some liberties with formatting this is the
Fast Face Detector in One Line of Code. In C.
Fig. 1:

A solution is derived by observing that if the assumption used in [9] that many weak classiers together make a strong classier is correct then it still
must hold to true even if the classiers are further
weakened. Based on this assumption the classiers
are further weakened by approximating the probability of class membership from each classier is
amount.

hx (Γ) = 0.5 + ρhˆx (Γx )
Where

ρ

is assumed weakness and
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weak in either direction by some unknown but equal

(a) Comparisons.

(3)

hˆx

is a bi-

Fig. 2:

nary classier that returns {-1,1}. The use of log-

(b) Example image.

Custom Compact LBP code, C-LBP4 .

arithms allows (2) together with (3) to be implemented mostly by basic integer arithmetic.

Where

hˇx

directly translate into a single line of C code as
shown in gure 1.

Pˇ
Hj (Γ) = e(A[ hx (Γx )]+B )

2

(4)

At rst glance

is a binary classier which returns

{0,1}, and A and B are constants.

this appears to include insu-

cient arithmetic and signal to create a useful image
classier.

Because the

classication task only requires the order be preserved this can be further simplied to just the in-

4

Compact LBP

FT

ner equation.

In order to t the classication table into a single

Ȟj (Γ) =

X

hˇx (Γx )

processor register the MCT was replaced with a lo-

(5)

cal binary pattern[2]. Initially a Centre-Symmetric
LBP[5] was used but provided insucient high-

(5) is essentially just the same calculation as in

frequency response at the scale used so a custom

RA

The astute reader will observe that the sum from

(1) even though the meaning of the summands has

4bit LBP code was created, dubbed CLBP (Com-

changed from probability weights to classier deci-

pact LBP).

sions.

3

This pattern was derived via experimentation
and unpublished research into the classication
strength of individual LBP bits on faces. Its pixel

Proposed Algorithm

comparison pattern and an example is shown in gure 2. As is desirable it shows a strong response in

tion of (5) taking advantage of the fact that each

facial regions.

D

The proposed algorithm is simply an implementaclassier only returns a single binary digit.

Ȟj (Γ) =
Where

Φ(v, b)

of integral value

x

X



Φ h˜x , Γx

returns the value of bit position

v . h˜x
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(6)

Experiment

The algorithm was applied to the challenging task

b

of detecting faces in images.

is the classier for location

A single

encoded as a binary-bit stream.

16 × 16

pixel classier was created us-

ing the C-LBP as the signal operator.

Assuming the classier look-up table can be rep-

2

resented in a single data type, this expression can

2

And all subsequent ones thereafter.

Although
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7 PERFORMANCE

AND SCALABILITY

the author experimented with larger windows and
higher bit counts  which improve the results  a
smaller window and 4bit code was chosen as it
more dramatically demonstrates the outcome.

In

this case the entire classier ts in just 512 bytes
of memory.

5.1

Training

The classier was trained only using images from
the Color FERET[8] dataset. All images came from
the FA partition with faces marked as wearing eye-

(a) Raw hits for multi-scale.

resulting in 881 source images.

(b) Heat map of single scale.

Result of running 16x16 classier.
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classes and a few poorly registered faces discarded,

Fig. 3:

These were eye-aligned and normalised and the

face image extracted. From this same base image
10 negative training examples were selected by ran-

image is representative of searching for a

dom, excluding regions within a radius of half the

pixel face in a 1080P signal.

±

window width of the face centre. A xed number
of each image was synthesized with up to

Timing only includes the execution of the clas-

10%

sier at every window location and no data trans-

variation in scale and the total truncated to 16384
images each.

formation costs which are similar across dierent
algorithms.

Training was via a somewhat naive implemen3

tation

For the VJ detectors the same image was used

of a genetic algorithm[10] (GA) written in

but because of the ability to short-circuit process-

OpenCL executing on a GPU with a Java host.

ing this test is only a rough indication of process-

Training was executed several times and the best

ing time. Also, the image does not contain a face

classier chosen manually. Each training run took

at the correct scale so it likely underestimates the

FT

less than 5 minutes.

64 × 64

run time. The VJ cascades all use a window size of

20 × 20.
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Results

The C and Java versions of the proposed al-

gorithm are a straightforward implementation of

The classier produced was executed at multiple

RA

gure 1.

The NEON version is optimised to the

scales on a single image from the CMU+MIT[1]

point of classifying more than 1 pixel per clock

test set.

cycle.

The OpenCL implementations are basi-

Figures 3a and 3b show the results of a multi-

cally unoptimised but with the second using vector

scale scan and the heat map of a single scale re-

types. OpenCL provides further facilities that are

spectively.

expected to provide additional gains.

The classier shows high accuracy and surpris-

All implementations of the VJ algorithm are the
work of the author.

face regions.

similar to the one in [3]. The OpenCL implemen-

7

D

ingly strong discrimination between face and non-

tation is from [11] and represents signicant eort
to t the algorithm onto GPUs. The ARM C ver-

Performance and Scalability

sion represents the most eort at optimising the
algorithm and involves deep data structure reor-

To evaluate performance and scalability the classier was executed for every window in a

ganisation and constant removal.

512 × 512

Hardware is Intel i7 X980 with AMD Radeon

image  246 016 independent probes  using several

HD 7970, and Parallella-16/rev0 (Cortex-A9 @ 733

implementations as shown in table 1. This scale of

3

The Java implementation is

MHz). gcc version is 4.6.3, Oracle JDK is version

The author's rst attempt at GA.

7.21, os is GNU.
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